Week 1 - Tuesday
Sponsor Meeting
Sprint 6
Start: 5:00pm
End:

Agenda
1. Review Risks Document
2. Discussions
   a. Review Plans for Second Semester
   b. Push Notifications
      ii. Test device?
   c. Review Upcoming Sprint
3. Questions?

● Push notification risk - they’re not 100% reliable. Some notifications may not deliver successfully and know about it.
  ○ Might require a bit more on the app in order to ensure the notifications are being sent/received.
● Question - Importance of Push Notifications to Datto
  ○ As long the info is accurate.
  ○ Not a huge concern over how reliable it must be.
● Main goals starting out the semester: OAuth Server, Push Notifications/Mobile Stuff, and Weather related items/algorith.
● Chris to look into the developer account(Datto may already have one). Chris will also look into a possible test device.
● Go over Trello board.
  ○ Installing PHPMD
  ○ Implementing OAuth Server
  ○ Storyboarding for receiving Push Notifications
    ■ Actual app receiving Push Notifications
  ○ Create a Test Plan
  ○ Cron Job
    ■ Will be improved as it goes along to do more things.
  ○ SPIKE: How to get weather info onto the devices/algorithm
  ○ Product Backlog
    ■ Should cover at least the next 2 sprints, but will be expanded.
● Aaron’s question: Chris does not have or know if there is such information.
● For next week:
  ○ Updated Project Plan to be presented next meeting.
Hey Chris,

Just some action items that came out of this meeting:
- Would you be able to give us the schema for the MSP database and an example row? We think this will be helpful when implementing a mock OAuth server that will authenticate a MSP or Datto employee.
- Could you look if Datto has an Apple Developer account? If not, we will need one, which can be acquired at:

Thanks,
Brandon